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A calibration scheme, which applies to the Meloy-285 sulfur analyzer, is described. This 

scheme allows reliable instrument calibration, which automatically compensates for variations 
in instrument response with altitude. 

The Meloy-285 sulfur analyzer utilized 
for S02 measurement onboard the Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory's (PNL) DC-3 aircraft 
employs a flame-photometric detector whose 
signal output is a nonlinear function of 
concentration. Typically, this output 
signal is linearized by analog circuitry 
located between the sensor output and the 
final output connector of the instrument; 
this circuitry, however, depends upon 
establishing a zero output setting (by 
adjustment of a potentiometer) at zero 
sulfur concentration. Another property of 
this instrument is that the zero setting is 
a function of ambient pressure; thus, when 
the machine is airborne the baseline contin
ually drifts as altitude varies. This in 
turn introduces a nonlinearity in the 
system because of the circuitry described 
above. 

The form of the linearization scheme can 
be deduced by analysis of the analog cir
cuitry. By inspection of calibration data, 
however, it is apparent that machine output 
can be fit accurately to the relatively 
simple empirical expression 

y = a[x-z exp (b(z-x))O.59] (1) 

where 

y = the actual S02 mixing ratio 

x = the S02 mixing ratio apparent from 
machine output 

a,b calibration constants 

z = machine zero reading (mixing ratio) 
at altitude h. 

The baseline drift with altitude can be 
expressed with acceptable accuracy by the 
form 

z = z - ah o 
(2) 

where Zo is the baseline reading at zero 
altitude, and a is a calibration constant. 

A computer program was written to read a 
set of calibration data in the form of x-y 
pairs, and perform a least squares fit of 
Equation (1) to obtain the calibration 
constants a and b. Written in BASIC code, 
this program is operational on the Muskegon 
NOVA minicomputer and is being used rou
tinely for local calibration of the Meloy 
system. 

AN ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING 
f2~6 HYDROCARBONS IN AMBIENT AIR 

R. N. Lee 

A procedure is described for determining light hydrocarbons in ambient air. This method 
is being used to examine samples collected in Tedlar bags during flights through urban plumes~ 
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